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Abstract. The digitalization of cultural heritage as a field of research is gaining 
more and more importance in the last years.  
 In the MUSICES project, the GNM (Germanisches Nationalmuseum) and the 
EZRT (Development Center for X-ray Technology) of the Fraunhofer Institute for 
Integrated Circuits (IIS) are jointly developing a guideline for the three-dimensional 
X-ray computed tomography (3D-CT) of musical instruments. 
 The project is funded by the German research association DFG (Deutsche 
Forschungsgemeinschaft), and in it, the project partners are drawing up examination 
standards that, independent of the deployed devices and operating staff, are set to 
produce useful results in the medium term beyond the field of musical instruments, 
not just for other cultural assets but for industry as well. 
 Representative examples carried out during the project will ensure the 
applicability of the technical parameters. An international team of experts is 
advising the project team in their investigations. 
 In order to develop standard procedures for performing Computed 
Tomography with historical instruments in the collection of the GNM, at the EZRT 
site in Fürth X-ray systems for radiation energies of between 10 and 10,000 keV are 
used for CT data capture and reconstruction, as well as means for multispectral 
material analysis and algorithms for the correction and evaluation of image data. 
 In our presentation we will explain the results of the first phase of the project 
and discuss upcoming work packages. First results will include a preliminary 
classification of musical instruments with respect to their properties regarding X-ray 
imaging and several of the first measurements, including small and large brass, high 
resolution images of wooden parts, which are in the focus of dendrochronological 
examination, and elaborate experiences with improved methods for acquiring an 
extended field of measurement in the frequent case of large instruments. 
 Finally, the rare case of a fully 3-D CT of a complete Piano will be shown. 

1. Motivation  

The digitalization of cultural heritage as field of research is gaining more and more 
importance recently (cf. e.g. [1-8]). The Germanisches Nationalmuseum (GNM) in 
Nürnberg, Germany, and the Development Center for X-ray Technology (EZRT) of the 
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Fraunhofer Institute for Integrated Circuits (IIS) in Fürth, Germany, have jointly started the 
MUSICES project, in order to address issues of 3D-digitization of historically important 
musical instruments. GNM and EZRT are jointly developing a guideline for the three-
dimensional X-ray computed tomography (3D-CT) of musical instruments.  
 The project is funded by the German research association DFG (Deutsche 
Forschungsgemeinschaft), and the project partners are drawing up examination standards 
that, independent of the deployed devices and operating staff, are set to produce useful 
results, also in the medium term beyond the field of musical instruments, i.e. for other 
cultural assets and for industry as well. Plenty of representative examples carried out during 
the project will ensure the applicability of the technical parameters. An international team 
of experts is advising the project team in their investigations. 

2. Overall Concept and Distinctive Topics  

The overall objective of this project and various others is the digitization of irreplaceable 
objects of cultural and/or historical significance. In particular MUSICES is dealing with 
testimonials of the manufacturing of musical instruments during the last five centuries.  
 In particular, MUSICES aims at the fully 3-dimensional image acquisition and 
measurement of musical instruments with X-ray computed tomography (CT). During three 
years, more than 100 historically remarkable objects in the collection of the GNM will be 
digitized with CT. The CT measurements are performed at the EZRT site in Fürth, where 
X-ray systems for radiation energies of between 10 and 10,000 keV are used for CT data 
capture and reconstruction, as well as means for multispectral material analysis and 
algorithms for the correction and evaluation of image data.  
 Based on the experience of more than 100 examinations as well as on the evaluation 
of the resulting volume data sets, standard procedures are developed. In order to define the 
standard procedures, several distinct topics have to be treated.  

2.1 Classification of Instruments  

First, in order to systematize the measurements, the musical instruments are classified 
roughly into three groups, depending on the materials used in the specimen. These are 
purely wooden instruments like flutes and violins; purely metallic instruments, i.e. all brass; 
and mixed materials, above all wooden wind instruments with metal flaps and ornaments.  
 Within all the three groups samples of very different sizes can occur. For example 
the “Viola da Gamba” (MI5) with more than 1000 mm height requires essentially different 
methods than a “Violin by Hummel” (MI419) which is less than half in length.  

In addition, there are the instruments which are complex in structure as well as 
material composition or which are solitary. This group encloses in particular the over 600 
pianos in the repository of the GNM, in addition portable organs, automatically playing 
figurines or harps.  
 There is a list of research topics which are currently under development. These 
topics can be sorted in three fields, following an analysis of CT-applications, i.e. 3-
dimensional contact-less inspection and imaging in general (cf. Figure 1). 
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Figure 1: Sketch of the overall procedure where the measurement is seen as the product of a CT-system 

combined with an instrument.  

 

2.2 Preparation of a CT Examination  

A first focus lies on preparation and planning of the inspection. Since the advanced 
industrial CT systems as well as medical scanners usually are not directly located inside a 
museum or archive, we look closely to aspects of transportation and packaging of an 
instrument, such that positioning and exposure with X-rays can be done without opening 
the protecting cover of the historical object. Also the fixing of a highly valuable and 
sensitive object inside an X-ray cabinet for two up to sometimes more than 24 hours is 
thoroughly scrutinized. Any vibrations, mechanical shocks and percussions shall be 
avoided, climatic changes exceeding the tolerances for humidity and temperature have to be 
precluded. Overall it’s the most important obligation of all the parties involved in the CT 
inspection to avoid any damage or modification to an historical object.  
 A second important task was to analyse in detail the motivations of organologists to 
perform a CT-scan of an instrument. Actually, there are quite different objectives varying 
from case to case. In each case, the scientific queries differ, hence resulting in different 
requirements on image quality, which in turn is quantified by spatial resolution, signal-to-
noise and other physical measures.  
 The desired performance characteristics should include the spatial resolution in all 
three dimensions which is needed at least. Furthermore the minimum requirements on 
accuracy of material density measurement and on the accuracy of geometrical measures 
with respect to the object.  
 If available, these minimum requirements on image quality will be documented for 
each class of instruments and serve as a basis for the proposal of the standard.  
 A last tool for preparation of the whole measurement is an extensive check list, 
which will be part of the recommendations developed during the project. The check will 
include appropriate monitoring of the climatic conditions, the placement of image quality 
test patterns together with the instrument, the monitoring of the radiation exposure, the 
functionality and reliability of the X-ray equipment and the chosen data acquisition 
procedure.  
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2.3 Adaption of X-ray Technology and Data Acquisition Process  

Within the MUSICES project extensive work is under way to adapt the involved X-ray 
technology and the data acquisition process to the actual necessities of the musical 
instrument inspection.  
In detail, the following tasks are treated:   Acquisition of large and very large objects, like a double bass or a tuba. In this 

context „large“ implies that the object’s extensions exceed the size of the X-ray 
detector in at least one spatial dimension. In order to cope with this limitation, 
advanced methods for extending the field of measurement are under development.  

 Optimization of X-ray radiation characteristics, of the sample’s orientation with 
respect to the X-ray field, and of acquisition parameters (e.g. number of angular 
positions). This optimization has to be done separately for the different instrument 
classes and use cases. In addition, it is based on automatic image quality 
maximization utilizing entropy measures on the resulting images. 

 Improvement of methods for a reliable and reproducible characterization of the 
materials present in the instrument. In particular, this applies to materials which are 
usually not present in test samples from industrial production like leather, wood, 
bone or other organic materials.   

 Reduction of artifacts and distortions in particular with multi-material-objects. 
Additionally, for complex compositions, improvement and optimization of dual-
energy techniques.  

2.4 Postprocessing, Visualization and Documentation  

This area of R&D has high priority, since the CT measurements of large objects and/or with 
high spatial resolution yields extraordinary big volume data sets. Therefore, processing and 
handling of big volume data sets is an important issue. For example, if the dimensions of an 
large bowed instrument are 1200 mm by 800 mm by 500 mm and the required spatial 
resolution is 100 µm in each direction, the volume data set resulting from the CT 
measurement constitutes approx. 500 billion voxels each with at least 16 bit depth, ending 
up with 1 TByte size of a single data set.  
 Beyond that, with CT the primary data are the angular projections, which are 
reconstructed after the data acquisition to obtain the volume images. Since the primarily 
measured projections might be repeatedly processed and reconstructed again later, for 
instance with improved artifact suppression algorithms, they should be stored too in the 
long-term.  
 Obviously, facing these huge amounts of image data issues of data compression, 
archiving, remote access and transfer have to be addressed. On the other side, there is the 
need to improve the visualization of large image volumes with high voxel data dynamics, 
e.g. by an adaptive linearization of the grey values displayed on the screen or by deploying 
histogram based equalization algorithms.  
 One of the most challenging but absolutely necessary components of the whole 
system is a data base containing and providing any kind of information on all preparative 
efforts, the measurements and any kind of post-processing and evaluation. An appropriate 
data base is specified, tested and will be part of the final recommendation as one of the 
main results of MUSICES.  
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2.5 Related Activities  

Within MUSICES not only the possibilities of digitizing historical instruments by means of 
X-ray CT are evaluated. Additionally, the application of CT on various other groups of 
historically valuable objects is explored. This could by furniture, kitchen tools, weapons, 
clocks, scientific instruments or items for religious use.  
 Some of the instruments are measured two times, one time with an industrial CT 
system, another time with a medical CT installed at a nearby hospital (Städtisches 
Klinikum Nürnberg). Advantages and disadvantages of both modalities are compared, in 
order to formulate recommendations for the choice of equipment. Of course the 
performance characteristics of medical CT are tailor made for diagnostics of human beings. 
In consequence, the achievable spatial resolution is limited to 0,25 mm, object size is 
limited to about 500 mm diameter and X-ray voltage is limited to around 150 kV, which 
causes extreme difficulties in the presence of metallic components inside the sample. 
Otherwise, medical CT is much more widely spread since and available in most hospitals. 
Additionally, due to the relatively coarse spatial sampling data acquisition medical CT is 
much faster (10’s of seconds instead of several hours, [9]).  

3. First results 

Use cases  

The following list shows frequent reasons to commission a CT-examination, that were 
identified up to now, based on the experience with almost 30 historical instruments 
measured so far.  

 Quick inspection to check structural integrity and to clarify internal details which 
might be hidden otherwise: requires medium spatial resolution between 200 and 
300 µm.  

 Region-of-interest imaging to obtain information within a limited area of the 
instrument, where a particular problem is to be solved, such as adhesive bonds, 
damages caused by insects or moisture, or cracks visible on the surface.  

 Full coverage of the whole instrument with high geometrical precision needed to 
provide a data set serving as basis to derive blue prints for the reproduction of the 
instrument or parts of it (e.g. to produce spare parts). Accuracy of 100 µm or better 
is desired. These data sets might also be required for further scientific projects like 
mechanical simulations of the instrument’s body or acoustical simulations of the 
vibrating volume of air, which is the source of the instrument’s sound in any case.  

 Analysis of materials in the interior of the instrument or beneath covering layers. 
This issue affords high accuracy and reproducibility of the reconstructed CT 
numbers, which correlate strongly with the mass density and the atomic number of 
the chemical elements present in a voxel.  

 Generation of a virtual counterpart of the instrument in the material world. The 3D-
images might be used for a virtual exhibition, for educational reasons or for 3D-
printings of showcase replica.  
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Meta Data Format and Measurement Process 

We developed a first draft of a meta data format. The data set is specified in such a way that 
it reflects each of the steps of a complete measurement campaign. In other words: The meta 
data describes the process of 3D-imaging of an historical musical instrument from the 
beginning with the first idea to do so and ending with archiving the volume data and all 
correlated results.  
 In all cases, the CT-examination of a historical instrument starts with the decision to 
do that measurement. Several motivations can play a role, as discussed previously.  
 The decision for a measurement is followed by the preparation of the instrument on 
one hand side, and the selection and preparation of the adequate X-ray equipment on the 
other side. Next packaging, transport and positioning have to be specified. Thereby the 
packaging material has to be chosen carefully, keeping in mind both the climatic and 
chemical properties with respect to the instrument, and the density and thickness with 
respect to the transparency of the cover for X-rays. Weight and size of the instrument itself 
and the whole package have to be determined and documented.  
 Now, the actual measurement is performed, which in many cases means that 
projection data from an angular range of 360° for a standard CT acquisition are recorded. 
Preferable, a helical data acquisition mode is used. After finishing the data collection, 
quality assurance measures should be applied, i.e. a quick check of the completeness of the 
data, another check, if the scan procedure was driven accurately, and a test of the spatial 
resolution achieved in the projection images.  
 Further, the primary projection data have to be documented and archived. Note, that 
these data are almost as irreplaceable as the physical instrument, assuming that precious 
and extremely sensible objects of historical relevance will undergo maybe not more than 
one CT examination in a century. The measurement must be executed with all possible care 
and with best available results, since mechanical stress during the transport and radiation 
exposure exclude a regular repetition of the inspection.  
 The next block of descriptive data deals with the methods and procedures applied to 
the primary projection data for correction and reconstruction. Just analogously, algorithms 
which might be applied to the reconstructed volume data set, are described, all post-
processing steps and the distribution of the image data are documented.  
 At last, available information derived from the volume data set, including 
interpretation and derivation of secondary data is assembled, including a possible 
“diagnosis” e.g. on the structural stability of an old wooden resonating corpus. Finally, the 
complete image data and derived results are documented and archived for a comparatively 
long time period, at least the instrument’s expected life span.    

 

Experiments with Historical Samples  

Optimization  

As an example, Fig. 2 shows a comparison of two measurements made with the so-called 
“Červený cornet”, catalog number MI826. The measurements differ in the orientation in 
which the cornet is placed on the CT-system’s turn-table. Simulations predicted a 45° tilt as 
positioning for optimal image quality, which could be verified by the resulting images.  
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Figure 2: Comparison of slice images through the valves of a cornet, measured in upright position (top) and 
tilted for 45° (bottom), voxel size: 170 µm. The artifacts visible as streaks and grey value fluctuation inside 

the brass are efficiently reduced by choosing the tilted position (R. Schielein, Würzburg University [10], 
Photography: Copyright Germanisches Nationalmuseum, Günther Kühnel). 

 

Extended field of measurement 

Another example is a scan of a violin made by Hummel (MI419, Fig. 3), which was 
executed with extended field of measurement. The voxels of the resulting volume data-set 
have an edge length of 44 µm. This allows for a dendrochronological examination of the 
wood.  

 
Figure 3: Cross section through a violin showing f-holes and corner blocks. The inset shows a magnification 

of the upper right corner. 

4. Summary and Outlook   

In our contribution we showed the results of the first phase of the MUSICES 
project. This included a preliminary classification of musical instruments with respect to 
their properties regarding X-ray imaging. Further we discussed some use cases which might 
require a 3D-imaging of an instrument.  

Optimization of X-ray CT imaging is in progress as well as the specification of a 
meta data format comprehensively describing the measurement procedure. Together with 
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the meta data format and the optimized measurement protocols, case studies, a check list 
and a guideline for transport and handling of the historical instruments will be part in the 
final best practice guide as a recommendation for a standard document.  
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